BER coordination information for S21

Berlin Brandenburg Airports (FBB) would like to inform all users of BER about the temporary closure of terminal resources for operational reasons (terminals T2 and T5,) due to low demand as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Resources will be reactivated when needed in order to satisfy increasing demand.

As of 23FEB21, only T1 will be operational. In order to ensure the availability of sufficient resources, FBB has established a process of constantly monitoring the traffic forecast. FBB will reopen the additional terminal(s) with sufficient prior notice as soon as their capacity is needed to enable for the operation of all allocated slots.

The known terminal allocation (at Terminals 1, 2 and 5) as made by FBB remains in place for planning purposes. Therefore, Fluko Flughafenkoordination Deutschland (Airport Coordination Germany) will continue to allocate slots at all three terminals.

As long as the assigned terminal is out of operation, all flights will be handled in the remaining operational terminal(s) in close cooperation with station managers/handling agents.

During the temporary closure of the other terminal(s) the slots, however, will remain allocated at the originally assigned terminal. Correspondingly, also historic rights will continue to relate to the originally assigned terminal. Please ensure that slot requests contain the correct terminal indicator as per FBB terminal allocation.